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Homework 0

(Hardware/software interaction) Which of the following instructions should be privileged? ... CountdownEvent can be in two states, nonsignalled and signalled. ... It acts as the CountdownEvent until it reaches zero, but then, it continues to ... (File systems) The Unix kernel routine that performs path name resolution is called. 
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Homework 0 ================================================================================ 1. (Hardware/software interaction) Which of the following instructions should be privileged? Very briefly, why? a) Set value of timer Privileged: The OS uses and/or handles the timer, hence he needs to have control and knowledge of modifications applied to it. b) Read the clock Privileged: Reading the clock is a sort of I/O that the OS should perform for the user. c) Clear memory Privileged: Depending on the hardware and OS, I guess the MMU could deal with the problem of knowing whether you're trying to clear "your" memory or other memory, but one way or another, this has to go through some OS check. d) Turn off interrupts Privileged: The OS handles the interrupt mask of a process and should then be involved in the masking of interruptions. e) Switch from user to kernel mode The triggering of this should not be privileged: otherwise, the user cannot ask for the OS intervention. But the checking of the switch and the actual change of mode is privileged, since the OS has to check the arguments, the permissions, and change the context. ================================================================================ 2. (Synchronization) Microsoft .NET provides a synchronization primitive called a CountdownEvent. Programs use CountdownEvent to synchronize on the completion of many threads (similar to CountDownLatch in Java). A CountdownEvent is initialized with a count, and a CountdownEvent can be in two states, nonsignalled and signalled. Threads use a CountdownEvent in the nonsignalled state to Wait (block) until the internal count reaches zero. When the internal count of a CountdownEvent reaches zero, the CountdownEvent transitions to the signalled state and wakes up (unblocks) all waiting threads. Once a CountdownEvent has transitioned from nonsignalled to signalled, the CountdownEvent remains in the signalled state. In the nonsignalled state, at any time a thread may call the Decrement operation to decrease the count and Increment to increase the count. In the signalled state, Wait, Decrement, and Increment have no effect and return immediately. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------2.1. Use pseudo-code to implement a thread-safe CountdownEvent using locks and condition variables by implementing the following methods: class CountdownEvent { ...private variables... CountdownEvent (int count) { ... } void Increment () { ... } void Decrement () { ... } void Wait () { ... } } * The CountdownEvent constructor takes an integer count as input and initializes the CountdownEvent counter with count. Positive values of count cause the CountdownEvent to be -1-
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constructed in the nonsignalled state. Other values of count will construct it in the signalled state. * Increment increments the internal counter. * Decrement decrements the internal counter. If the counter reaches zero, the CountdownEvent transitions to the signalled state and unblocks any waiting threads. * Wait blocks the calling thread if the CountdownEvent is in the nonsignalled state, and otherwise returns. // Note this pseudo-code uses a "made-up" syntax (for instance for the enum) class CountdownEvent { public enum State { NONSIGNALLED, SIGNALLED } private State state; private int count; private Mutex mutex; // protects count and state private ConditionVariable done; CountdownEvent(int count) { state = (count > 0) ? NONSIGNALLED : SIGNALLED; this.count = count; } void Increment() { mutex.lock(); if (state == NONSIGNALLED) { count++; } mutex.unlock(); } void Decrement() { mutex.lock(); if (state == NONSIGNALLED) { count--; if(count == 0) { state = SIGNALLED; done.broadcast(); } } mutex.unlock(); } void Wait() { mutex.lock(); if (state == NONSIGNALLED) { done.wait(mutex); // unlock "lock" and wait for "done" } mutex.unlock(); } } -------------------------------------------------------------------------------2.2. Semaphores also increment and decrement. How do the semantics of a CountdownEvent -2-
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differ from a Semaphore? The CountdownEvent is usable only once: it does nothing until it reaches zero, then broadcasts its finished state and is then done. A semaphore is used to restrict the use of a resource to a given number of entities. It acts as the CountdownEvent until it reaches zero, but then, it continues to work when entities release their lock for others to take it, and thus signals again and again everytime it is increased. ================================================================================ 2.3. Consider a common Barrier synchronization primitive with a constructor Barrier(n) and a method Done(). A group of n threads cooperate on a task. After completing the task, they wait for each other before proceeding by calling Done. Once all threads have called Done, all threads on the Barrier wake up and return from Done. Implement a Barrier using a CountdownEvent. class Barrier { ...private variables... Barrier (int n) { ... } void Done () { ... } } class Barrier { private CountdownEvent countdown; Barrier(int n) { countdown = new CountdownEvent(n); } void Done() { countdown.decrement(); countdown.wait(); } } ================================================================================ 3. (Virtual memory) Consider when a process issues a read instruction to a virtual address on page P in its address space. Assume that the page table entry (PTE) for P is not in the translation lookaside buffer, that P has been paged out to disk, and that the process has read permission on P. Describe the steps taken by a modern CPU and operating system to ensure that the read instruction successfully completes. State any assumptions you feel you have to make, including whether you assume a hardware or software-managed TLB. I'll assume the TLB is hardware-managed so that the CPU won't have to loop through the page tables on a TLB miss. I'll also assume that the page is not still valid in memory (the fact that it is paged out doesn't imply that the memory where it was has already been replaced with something else). When the instruction is executed, the TLB fails to find the frame : TLB miss. The MMU will find the adequate PTE, which will be loaded in the TLB instead of anothe entry, according to some replacement scheme. The instruction is executed again, the TLB finds the entry, checks the protection, checks the valid bit, and raises a page fault (because the page is on disk, and on disk only). The OS enters in play, allocates a frame, loads the data from disk to memory, and corrects the PTE, then re-executes the instruction. -3-
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From this point, the TLB will hit and the page will contain valid data for the process to use. ================================================================================ 4. (File systems) The Unix kernel routine that performs path name resolution is called namei. namei takes as input a path name and returns the location on disk of the inode for the last element of the path. To speed up path name resolution, namei uses a cache of previously resolved paths. When resolving a path, namei caches all prefixes of the path as well. For example, when resolving "/one/two", namei will cache resolutions for "/", "/one", and "/one/two". Furthermore, when resolving a path name, namei will match in its cache the longest prefix of the path name that it can before making disk requests. For example, if "/one" is in the cache and namei needs to resolve "/one/two", it will start with the cached value for "/one" to resolve "/one/two". For the problems below, you may assume that the master block is already in memory and no disk I/O is required to read it. Further assume that all directories and files are one block in size. 4.1. Assuming that the namei cache is empty, succinctly describe what steps Unix will take, in terms of the disk data structures it must read, in order to resolve the path name "/a/b/c" and read the first byte of the file "c". How many disk reads are required? 8 2 2 2 2



disk reads: for / for /a/ for /a/b/ for /a/b/c



4.2. Assuming "/a/b/c" has been resolved previously, now describe the steps Unix will take to resolve "/a/b/x" and read the first byte of the file "x". How many disk reads are required? 3 disk reads: 1 for /a/b/ 2 for /a/b/x 4.3. A common use of the command "grep" is to search all files in a directory for a string. Assume that the directory "/a/b" has n files. Assuming further that the namei cache starts out empty, how many disk reads are required to search all files using "grep /a/b/*"? State your answer as an expression involving n. 5 2 2 1 3



+ 3*n disk reads: for / for /a/ for /a/b/ for each file



4.4. Now assume that we are using a file buffer cache as well. The file buffer cache will keep in memory all file, directory, and inode blocks that have been previously accessed. When they are accessed again, no disk I/Os are required. Assuming that both the file buffer cache and the namei cache start out empty, how many disk reads are required for the grep command in the previous problem now that we are using a file buffer cache as well? 6 2 2 2 2



+ 2*n disk reads: for / for /a/ for /a/b/ for each file



-4-
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4.5. Ignoring the issue of space (cache capacity), describe an example situation when should an entry in the namei cache be invalidated? A renaming of a parent directory?



-5-
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Homework 

The diffusion problem for the density Ï�(x, t) in a 1D box is defined by. âˆ‚. âˆ‚t Ï�(x, t) = D ... (2 âˆ’ E)2 + Î´2. ] . 5. Prove the Thouless formula ... 2. Â¯u(Î¸), where V (Î¸) = kcosÎ¸, and show that for a state with a quasienergy Ï‰. âˆ‘ r. Jn
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Homework 3 

Oct 20, 2010 - where Î t denotes dividends (profits) obtained from firms which the ... (d) Now suppose that the government taxes labor in order to pay for government spending. In ... 2. Consider the following general equilibrium model. Households cho
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Homework 1 

Oct 20, 2010 - Suppose production has the following CES (constant-elasticity of ... 2. Consider a profit maximizing firm that chooses inputs Kt and Lt to ...
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Homework 2 

Macroeconomics I. Homework 2. October 20, 2010. 1. Consider an infinitely-lived household who makes consumption and savings decisions to maxi- mize. âˆž.
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Homework 3 

Oct 20, 2010 - Solow Model with Investment Specific Technological Change: Suppose that the production ... (c) What is the long run growth rate of output?
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TU170 Homework sc 

TOUS DROITS RÉSERVÉS - ALLE RECHTE VORBEHALTEN - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED ... Commissioned by Jim Self for The University of Southern California ...
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Homework 1 - Nicolas Fourrier 

6. Find the real roots by factoring a) 3x2 âˆ’ x âˆ’ 4 = 0 b) âˆ’6x2 + x +12=0 a) (x + 1)(3x âˆ’ 4) b) (âˆ’2x + 3)(3x + 4). 7. Solve the equation by using the quadratic formula.
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Homework 8 - Nicolas Fourrier 

(c) Estimate the size of the population after 20 hours ? (a) Fifteen hours srepresents 5 doubling ... (e) eax = Cebx where a = b. (a) x = âˆše. (b) x = âˆ’ln(5). (c) x = ee.
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The undersigned, representative of the following manufacturer. Le soussignÃ©, en qualitÃ© de reprÃ©sentant du producteur suivant. MELICONI S.p.a Via Minghetti, ...
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MELICONI S.p.a Via Minghetti, 10 - 40057 Cadriano di Granarolo Emilia (BO) â€” ITALY. DICHIARA che l'apparecchiatura descritta in appresso: DECLARES that ...
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scribed later). Before starting the test, all addresses of RAM (IC304) are .... 16: 1910 UCODE download NG. 17: system call error (function not supported).
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01 0 0 0 It 

Blow-by gas in the engine is constantly drawn into the crank- case, which is returned to the combustion chamber through the breather hose, air cleaner and ...
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Math 1210 - Homework - Nicolas Fourrier 

9. (d) âˆ«. 2. 1. 3 x4 dx = 7. 8. (e) âˆ«. 1. 0 xâˆ’1. âˆš x dx = 40. 3. (f) âˆ«. 1. âˆ’1 ex+1dx = e2 âˆ’ 1. 5. What is wrong with the equation: (a) âˆ«. 1. âˆ’2 xâˆ’4dx = xâˆ’3. âˆ’3 |1.
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Math 1210 - Homework - Nicolas Fourrier 

Find the derivative of the function f by using the rules of differentation. Credits are ... Find an equation of the tangent line to this curve at the point (1, 1). For x > 0 ...
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Homework on Lex - Christian Rinderknecht 

Oct 25, 2005 - Write an integer postfix calculator in Lex. For example, expressions such as 1 2 + and 1 2 3 4 /*- should be evalu- ated respectively to 3, i.e. 1+2 ...
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Math 1210 - Homework - Nicolas Fourrier 

A company estimates that the marginal cost (in dollars per item) of producing x items is ... cos of producing one item is $562, find the cost of producing 100 items.
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1 1 0..1 0..1 0..1 0..1 0..N 1 0..1 0..1 0..1 0..1 0..1 String Number 

Structure. Cardinalité. Type. Commentaire client address. countryCode. countrySubdivision. extendedLines. geoLocation. formattedAddress city. postalCode.
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Math 1110 - Homework - Nicolas Fourrier 

Then, using Markov Chains, the probability to win a game resulting from this ... this project will be a good start), any programming language (C, C++, C#, Java...).
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(c) 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 key1 key2 (d) - Dr. Lena Wiese 

query1: match. (true positive if key1=query1) query2: miss. (true negative). (e) 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 key1 key2 query1: match. (false positive because ...
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(nome e funzione) Marco Mareâ€”iii - Responsabi|e progettazione eleï¬�ronic ' or'is ... (nom et fonction} Marco Mare/li â€” R & D Manager cris Meiiconi â€” PrÃ©sident.
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teten Linie. 6. Schieben Sie es in die VersandhÃ¼lle der ursprÃ¼nglichen Bestellung. Wenn keine HÃ¼lle vorhanden ist, befestigen Sie das gefaltete. Etikett durchgÃ¤ngig mit durchsichtigem. Versandklebeband. 7. Abholung oder Abgabe arrangieren: Rufen 
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Untitled 

Mois de prÃ©sence au front : .. Nombre de brisdues : . Ã«. L'ALSACE ET LA LORRAINE. ONT GLORIEUSEMENT SERVI. LA FRANCE f: AU couns DE L'HISTOIRE.
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Untitled 

P), selon la prov ince. Dans le cadred elatra nsac tion, le concessionnaire ..... ALLANT JUSQU'Ã€ 5 700 $â‚¬. SUR LE DODGE ... Peinture cristal granit mÃ©tallisÃ©.
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Mar 10, 1980 - 4 Present address: Varian Associates, Palo Alto, CA 94303,. USA. chromodynamics to lead to a transverse momentum dependence pT 4 at ...
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